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Teamwork. 
Communication.

Competence.

But first – what is healthcare?



‘The Doctor’, Sir Luke Fildes 1891

Healthcare then.



Healthcare now.



• 24% of all Canadian 
seniors report having  3 
or more chronic 
conditions 

• These seniors report 13.3 
million healthcare visits 
per year

(CIHI, 2011)



Healthcare is a team sport





This is what I study.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 9: This is what I study - how teams of healthcare providers can…  I’ve studied many teams: surgical, critical care, family,…. And in the course of this research I’ve begun to question the way we think about competence in healthcare. Because some interesting things turn out to be true about competence when you’re looking at TEAMS.  



As a rhetorician,                                          
I focus on team communication. 



JCAHO. Sentinel event statistics. www.jcaho.org.





My Objectives

To complicate the idea of ‘communication’

To expand the notion of ‘competence’

In order to encourage us to grapple with 
the complexities of healthcare teamwork



3 stories



Sharing knowledge in the OR team 
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Presentation Notes
The general tone about surgical checklists has been ‘just do it’ – it’s simple, it’s easy  = get on with it already. How many here, slogging away on the front lines of implementing the checklist day after day, would like to beg to differ?
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And what was clear from the get go was that it was not going to be an easy matter to change the communication habits and rituals of OR teams. We’re still learning the lesson that it’s not so easy.



On the frontlines of 
simple checklist interventions

“We did the big launch, the leadership walk-
abouts. And something called a checklist is being 

counted as ‘done’ here. But there’s such 
variability in terms of who’s there, what they 

bother to talk about, how seriously they take the 
whole thing … we’ve had surgical site errors 

twice in the last month, both in cases where the 
checklist was ‘done’. Who’s kidding who? “



The moral

Information transfer is an enabling 
communication competency for teams.

A checklist may help.

But a checklist ≠ team competence.



Communicating complexity on                                           
the inpatient teaching team







Documentation is translation



The moral

Conventional team scheduling traditions 
challenge                                                               

progressive collaborative refinement.

Delegating documentation to most junior team 
member is problematic.

Connections between communication events 
are the key.



Communication on 
distributed care teams





Hospital

Diabetes specialist

Family doctor

Homecare nurses

Pharmacist
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What’s going on here? Joe got competent care from hospital doctors, his family doctor, his specialist, his homecare nurses and the pharmacist. Each did the right thing in terms of their scope of practice and the information available to them. But the sum total of these events is not competent overall care for Joe. In fact, from where Joe’s sitting, back in hospital less than a month after his discharge, it’s looking like pretty crappy health care.



Joe 
is an average
21st century  
patient
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Joe is the patient that 2011 CIHI report was talking about.



Individual Competence

The moral

Presenter
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Individual competence – that thing we’re tuning our entire medical enterprise to produce… 



Individual Competence

≠
Good Healthcare

The moral
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Safety at Home
July 2013



Competence is a way of ‘seeing’

Every way of seeing, 



is a way of not seeing. 
(Kenneth Burke, 1965)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ‘prison-house of language’How we describe/frame the issue of competence influences our attitudes and actions. A limited language impedes our sense of what’s possible.Burke: “every way of seeing is also a way of not seeing” (THIS is the key point – these words should likely go on the screen”“language acts as a filter and screen. A limited discourse limits the possibilities of experience in ways that impede thought and action.



How we ‘see’ 
competence shapes
our attitudes 
and our actions.

It ‘selects’ and ‘deflects’ 
our attention.

(Kenneth Burke 1965)
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Presentation Notes
The ‘prison-house of language’How we describe/frame the issue of competence influences our attitudes and actions. A limited language impedes our sense of what’s possible.Burke: “every way of seeing is also a way of not seeing” (THIS is the key point – these words should likely go on the screen”“language acts as a filter and screen. A limited discourse limits the possibilities of experience in ways that impede thought and action.



Two ways of seeing Competence



Competence is:

• a quality that individuals 
acquire and possess

• a state to be achieved

• context-free, untied to 
time and space

Individualist way of seeing Competence



Candidate Selection 

Student Assessment

Licensing and Evaluation

Monitoring of Licensed 
Practitioners

Remediation

This individualist notion influences
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Remediate individuals onan individual basisMonitor licensed practitioners’ ongoing development through accrual of individual CME creditsLicense residents based on examination of individualknowledge and skillEvaluate residents based on OSCE performances as Individual diagnosticiansAssign individual grades to students (even in contextof group activities such as PBL)Select candidates based on individual academic qualifications



``The dominant learning theories 
(adult learning, reflective 
learning, experiential learning) 
take the learner as ‘active agent’ 
at the center of the activity of 
learning.``

(Bleakley 2006)

Theoretical roots
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Bleakley, Medical Education 2006



Competence is

• a constantly evolving set of 
multiple, interconnected 
behaviors

• achieved through participation 
and enacted in time and space

Collective way of seeing Competence



Distributed cognition

Collaborative work as ‘joint 
cognitive accomplishment not 
attributable to any individual’.

(Hutchins 1991)

Theoretical roots



Situated learning theory

Competence emerges through 
social interaction, shared 
experience, development of tacit 
knowledge, and innovation in 
response to situated needs.

(Lave 1991; Eraut 2000; Mittendorf 2006)

Theoretical roots



Socio-material  and system theories

Individuals are shaped by social, 
technological and physical structures –
the ‘activity system.’

(Engestrom 1987; 1995; 2002)

Complex systems are inherently 
unstable; a change anywhere produces 
a nonlinear ripple effect. Competence is 
highly context -dependent.

(Sveiby 1997; Zimmerman 2004)

Theoretical roots



Two ‘ways of seeing’ competence 

• Individual possession
• Stable
• Context-free

• Distributed capacity
• Evolving
• Based in situations

NOT a simple binary opposition. 
Collectivist not a ‘solution’ to individualist.

Each ‘selects’ and ‘deflects’. 

Presenter
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An appreciation of both could lead to a better language for describing (and assessing) “team competence”.



During a liver resection, the 
surgeon requests more sponges 
due to heavy bleeding. She 
asks the anaesthetist what the 
CVP is. 

“15”, he replies. 

She raises her head: “What? 15? 
No wonder we've got all this 
bleeding.” Shakes her head, 
saying to the resident, “It should 
be kept less than 5 when we’re 
transecting the liver. We're going 
to have to try and hurry this up.” 

Presenter
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OR team example



Surgeon asks anaesthetist: “Can 
you lower the CVP?” 

Anaesthetist: “Yes, but he won't 
tolerate a CVP less than 5. He 
needs a high preload to maintain 
output.”

Surgeon: “If you don’t lower it, he’s 
going to lose a lot of blood and that 
won’t be pretty either!”
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OR team example



What do the individuals know?
• Does anaesthetist usually do liver 

resections?

• Does surgeon understand timing  
associated with lowering CVP?

What are the individuals’ skills?

• Communication, negotiating conflict

Individualist way of seeing
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OR team example



C.V.P.

What is the access to information 
across the group? 
• Are team members aware of what others 

know/don’t know?

What are similarities & differences in 
team members’ perceptions?  
• Of patient’s status? 
• Of relative advantage of lowered CVP? 
• Of the nature of an ‘emergency’?

Collectivist way of seeing
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OR team example













3 stories



Sharing knowledge in OR teams 



Progressive collaborative refinement 
on teaching teams



Communication on 
distributed care teams



Communication is shaped by…

• Relationships
• Varying levels of experience
• Distribution of tasks
• Scheduling of team members
• Passage of time
• Available technology
• Scope of practice 



Very few of these can be reduced to                                    
a focus on PEOPLE                                                 

and their communication skill



And very few of these operate exclusively                                                                               
at the individual level –

they operate at                                                                           
the points of connection                                                
among parts of the team



And YET

Our education and assessment efforts  
privilege individual parts of the system











Two ‘ways of seeing’ competence 

• Individual possession
• Stable
• Context-free

• Distributed capacity
• Evolving
• Based in situations

NOT a simple binary opposition. 
Collectivist not a ‘solution’ to individualist.

Each ‘selects’ and ‘deflects’. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An appreciation of both could lead to a better language for describing (and assessing) “team competence”.





In summary: A call to…

• Complicate our idea of ‘communication’
• Expand our notion of ‘competence’ to include 

both individual & collective 
• Create education and assessment practices 

commensurate with the complexities 
healthcare teamwork



lorelei.lingard@schulich.uwo.ca
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